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About Us
Atlanta Peach Movers is a premier
relocation provider with over 30
years of experience offering local,
long distance, and international
relocation services to commercial
customers and government
agencies. APM provides a wide
array of relocation, short/long-term
warehouse and inventory services;
including secure warehouse
facilities, crate and pack. We offer
specialized international freight
service with global partners so our
company can offer world-wide
relocation and freight forward
options. Our state-of-the-art
systems, equipment, and
techniques allow us to track
shipments from the time of
inventory to when it leaves
location, docks, and ports all the
way to arrival and inventory at
destination.

CONTACT
Orlando Lynch, President
Phone: 770.447.5121
olynch@atlpeachmovers.com
Edmund Ruiz, Director
Phone: 678.728.2336
eruiz@atlpeachmovers.com

2911 Northeast Parkway,
Doraville Ga, 30360
(O) 770.447.5121
(F) 770.447.5154
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DIFFERENTIATORS
Atlanta Peach Movers, Inc. is a certified minority owned, full-service
relocation company offering local and long-distance relocation and storage
provider with an emphasis on customer service and satisfaction. We have
grown to become one of the premier relocation companies in the Southeast
region of the United States. Our Federal Relocation Management Services
include “one stop” integrated programing to meet any agency needs, 24/7
communication with program leads, and post relocation audits prior to
billing. Our “Peach University” trained packers use clean, sturdy materials and
containers designed for safe moving: boxes, crates, and cartons designed to
protect all items to be moved. APM moves office equipment in appropriate
carts and does not stack equipment on top of each other. All equipment is
secured during the move process. That is due to the core mission of the
company in protecting the assets and property of our clients. Unlike many of
our competitors, APM senior management employees have daily oversight of
all jobs underway on any given day using tech-forward tools to ensure
exceptional service is being provided to all customers.

PAST PERFORMANCE
Verizon Wireless | Corporate Office Relocation POC: Lori Diggs (404) 788-5187
Georgia Department of Human Resources | Relocate DFACS Phone: (404) 206-5754
AT&T | Complete Office Relocation (1,500 emp) POC: Debbie Stone (404) 754-5941

DUNS: 848582552
CAGE: 3JXA2

ATLANTA PEACH MOVERS, INC.
NAICS: 484110, 484210, 493110,
493110, 484121, 484122

